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Outline 

Organizers asked me look back at early history, some of reasons for  
our success and prospects for future. 
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Today Many Directions 

Looking at the broad range of talks, our field has blossomed in many directions.   

We have seen many examples of these directions this workshop. 

Gravitational 
Waves 
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Two Pillars of Our Field 

 structure  
symmetry 

beauty aesthetics 

explicit  
results useful 

outside our field  

Amplitudes 

I want to   
emphasize this 

obviously 
 important  

To thrive any field needs the support of both pillars 
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The search for new structures. 

A virtuous cycle.   

 
 

Examples of structure: 
1.  Parke-Taylor 
2.  Curves in Twistor space and MHV rules 
3.  Geometric interpretations.  Amplituhedron 
4.   N = 4 sYM and link to strong coupling 
5.    Double copy 

New Structures New Calculations 

New Tools 

•  Key priority for new calculations is to uncover new and useful structures.  
•  Simultaneously push state of the art for physical quantities of interest. 
•  This philosophy was clear from the beginning. 

Will show examples of how some of these were found. 
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Simplicity in Scattering Amplitudes 

Amplitudes began for me when I was a postdoc 
at the Niels Bohr Institute. 

David Kosower (postdoc at Columbia) was visiting for a month 
 
One of the great aspects of NBI is the flow of visitors. 

Can we apply these types of ideas to loop level? 
It took a while before we could decisively answer this. 

•  String theory is an amplitudes-based approach.  Not Feynman diagrams. 
•  Manifested key features already noted by Parke and Taylor. 
•  Spinor helicity and compact expressions. 
•  Color decompositions.  U(1) decoupling identities. 

 Mangano, Parke, Xu 
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Spinor Helicity 

A clean way to describe physical degrees of freedom 

Many earlier 
papers but this 
was cleanest 
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Parke-Taylor Formula 

Checked explicitly for n = 4,5,6  (6 point numerical) 
This was an “educated guess”.  

Some important lessons: 
•  You can guess further than you can calculate. 
•  Analytic structure very powerful. Factorization for checking. 
•  Amplitudes can have remarkably simple structures. Look for them! 

Spinor helicity form came later. Mangano, Parke and Xu (1988) 

A(1�, 2�, 3+, . . . , n+) = i
h12i4

h12ih23i · · · hn1i

Paper that started the field 
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Simplicity in Scattering Amplitudes 

34  years ago David Kosower mentioned the “Parke-Taylor formula”. 

I said,  “What’s that?” 
David Kosower’s response should be immortalized:  

David was right. 
34 years later everyone does indeed know it!   

A(1�, 2�, 3+, . . . , n+) = i
h12i4

h12ih23i · · · hn1i

Mangano, Parke and Xu (1988) MHV amplitude in spinor notation: 

(Words to be forgotten!) 

 “Everyone needs to know the Parke-Taylor formula!” 
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Response from QCDers:  “So what?” 

A(1�, 2�, 3+, . . . , n+) = i
h12i4

h12ih23i · · · hn1i

The importance of Parke-Taylor formula was not immediately recognized.  Took 
about 20 years before its significance became known to the wider community. 

Basic concern were that it was too special:  
•  Special helicities.  For collider need all helicities 
•  Massless 
•  Only tree level 
•  Not proven 
•  What is it good for?  What can you do with it? 

•  Only a few of us (young) believers could see the potential past the flaws. 
•  It took a while before each problem was dealt with.  
•  “Amplitudes?  Wasn’t that all understood in the 1960s?” 
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Berends-Giele Recursion 

•  Succeeded in recursively proving Parke-Taylor MHV amplitude formula.  
•  Showed the importance of recursive approaches. 
•  Beyond MHV hard to use analytically.  (Numerically fast.) 

Recursive 
definition of  
current 
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All the ideas from 1980s collected 

 
•  Our bible for next decade. 
•  Laid the foundation for new advances.  Can we go to loops? 
•  Dated, but still a great review for the basic ideas. 
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Can we push these types of ideas to loops? 

Not particularly well received. 
Hard to impress anyone by repeating a 15 year old calculation. 
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Towards Loops 
All sorts of objections: 
1) String states won’t decouple 
2) Infrared divergences different in string theory 
3) How can you get beta function?  String theory is finite   
4) You cannot get a consistent string theory with SU(N) 
5) Modular invariance broken 
6) Can we calculate anything state of the art? 

The argument that finally worked and ended debate was we reproduced 
Ellis and Sexton (1986) paper on NLO 2    2 scattering in QCD.   

•  Listen to objections, but sometimes best to just move forward. 
•  To convince people (including yourself) need state of the art calculations. 

ZB and Kosower 

Not a simple project.  It took a while to deal with these objections. 

Lessons:   
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String Based Methods 

•  Reproduced Ellis and Sexton result — in much simpler form 
•  Back then 1 loop 4 gluons was a big deal 
•  This time some people in QCD paid attention  (Al Mueller and Zoltan Kunszt) 
•  String methods were just a first step towards more modern ones, but we got to  
      state of the art 

Some helicities astonishingly simple: 
<latexit sha1_base64="eEqlAE6eLPUZpp44NU15nk3Ibj4=">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</latexit>

A(1+, 2+, 3+, 4+) =
i

48⇡2

⇣
1 +

ns

Nc
� nf

Nc

⌘ st

h12ih23ih34ih41i
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String Based Methods 
After this success we joined forces with Lance Dixon and went on to do many  
more things.  Great fun! 
 
If the methods are any good one should be able to go beyond the state of the art. 
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 New Data: Simplicity at One Loop 

Using string-based methods we obtained the one-loop QCD five-gluon.    

•  This time beyond previous state of the art:   first 1 loop five point. 
•  Supersymmetry exposed analytic structure. 
•  Loop-level helicity amplitudes are simple! 
•  Finally, QCD community started paying attention, though still weirdos. 
•  Bill Kilgore later used this in 3 jet production at colliders. Link to pheno. 

ZB, Dixon, Kosower 1993 

N = 4 sYM 

Susy decompositions  

Amazingly it fit into PRL 
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Be curious: Why so simple? 
The supersymmetric pieces are amazingly simple, especially N = 4.  Why? 
 
 
 
Whenever results are simpler than one might expect, a light bulb should go on. 
 
 
What is the source?  Analytic behavior?    
•    Unitarity. Sewing trees into loops. 
•    Factorization.  Pole structure is simple.  Factorization bootstrap. 

Pointed to much more powerful methods where analytic properties 
can be used to recycle simpler amplitudes into more complicated ones. 

Lesson: If something is simpler than expected understand the origin. 

There has to be a better way! 
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 Simplicity at Loops 

Parke-Taylor simplicity can be imported to create loops. 
Poor-man’s on-shell recursion:  Use analytic constraints to find new results 
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A simpler way? 
Bern, Dixon, Dunbar, Kosower (1994) 

Unitarity at integrand level.  Integrate and combine. 

Key observation:  simple dependence of propagators on loop  
momenta:  

No more than a hexagon integral needed for all n MHV.   

Arbitrary number of external legs at loop level. 

<latexit sha1_base64="zfJv+3ZOT3z948lId/kSJb3tMdg=">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</latexit>

Atree(l+1 , 1
�, 2�, 3+, . . . ,m+, l+3 ) =

h12i4

hl11ih12i · · · hml1ihl1l2i

N = 4 susy 

Dn and Ln in terms of  
polylogs 
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Applications to QCD 

•  Full QCD Loop amplitudes needed from pheno  
     reconstructed from their analytic properties.  Gauge invariant. 
•  Generalized unitarity cuts introduced. 
•  Method hard to use.  Integration generated hard to  
      clean mess containing spurious poles.  
•  Campbell, Glover, Miller competed very well with traditional  
     Feynman methods (numerical approach). 

Lesson: An approach with compact analytic results can 
stimulate greater things to come.  Integration problem solved later.  

generalized cuts 
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Gravity 

•  An astonishing idea:  Gravity from gauge theory. 
•  Implications enormous:  Gravity no more complicated than  
                       gauge theory! 
•  Perfectly aligned with amplitudes. 
•  Paper was initially pretty much ignored in string community. 
•  I was mystified why people were not amazed. 

Sometimes the significance takes a while to be appreciated 

See talks from Carrasco, Cheung, Elvang, Keeler,  
Paranjape, Puhm, Teng, Vazquez-Holm 
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KLT Relation Between Gravity and Gauge Theory 

Kawai-Lewellen-Tye string relations in low-energy limit:  
gravity gauge-theory color ordered 

Generalizes to explicit all-leg form.  

KLT (1985) 

ZB, Dixon, Perelstein, Rozowsky 
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Tree MHV  Gravity Amplitudes 

(educated guess) 
•  Obviously BGK understood the significance of KLT. 
•  Parke-Taylor imported to gravity. 
•  Once again educated guessing is extremely powerful. 
•  Same unitarity ideas as for gauge theory can now be used for gravity. 
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Multi Loop Amplitudes 

N = 8 supergravity amplitudes just as simple! 

ZB, Yan, Rozowsky (1997);   
ZB, Dixon, Dunbar, Rozowsky, Perelstein (1998) 

Two loop amplitudes in N = 4 sYM susy are simple!  

Simplicity remains for integrated expressions! 

Scalar double boxes 

Again we can import gauge theory simplicity to gravity. 

Integrals obtained later. 
Smirnov(1999);  Tausk (1999) 
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MHV One-loop Gravity Amplitudes 
ZB, Dixon, Rozowsky, Perelstein (1998) 

You might figure we could build all n gravity with gauge theory success. 

But it was very hard to figure out. 
Analytic properties seemed more complicated than gauge theory. 

A loss of faith: 
1)  No one cared about scattering amplitudes. 
2)  Gravity amplitudes even worse.  No experimental relevance! 

“Why am I working so hard on something no one cares about?”  

It took about 1 year + 5 min to figure out. 

An epiphany:  “If you can work out a one loop all-n gravity amplitude, just do it.” 
Impossible using ordinary methods.  Almost magical. 

Lesson:  If something fantastic is within reach just do it 
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MHV One-Loop Gravity Amplitudes 
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MHV One-loop Gravity Amplitudes 

All n one-loop MHV gravity amplitudes are relatively simple 
(even if it was hard to derive back then). 

ZB, Dixon, Rozowsky, Perelstein (1998) 

Pure gravity one-loop identical helicity: 

N = 8 supergravity MHV amplitude 

“half-soft function” 
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Twistor Revolution 

KITP collider physics workshop.  Roiban, Spradlin and Volovich postdocs at KITP. 
Paper landed like a meteorite, sending out shock waves to this day. 

David Kosower told me Ed was working on something related to amplitudes. 

People were finally paying attention! 
Finally, I could tell people I work on “Amplitudes”. 

Penrose twistor transform: 

QCD scattering amplitudes              Topological String Theory 

“Amplitudes” became a respectable field 

Precursor from Nair 
Sigma model on CP1 
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Amazing Structure 

Witten conjectured that in twistor–space gauge theory 
amplitudes have delta-function support on curves of degree: 

Connected picture 

Disconnected picture 

Remarkable structures in gauge theory scattering 
amplitudes.  

Witten 
Roiban, Spradlin and Volovich 
Cachazo, Svrcek and Witten 
Gukov, Motl and Neitzke 
Bena. Bern and Kosower 
 

But for all its beauty what is this good for?  



RSV Formula 

Turned Witten’s words into a precise formula 
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RSV Formula 
The following formula encapsulates the entire  
tree-level S-matrix of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills: 

A very strange formula from Feynman diagram viewpoint. 

Degree d polynomial in  
the moduli   

Integral over the  
moduli and curves 

But it’s true: impressive checks by Roiban, Spradlin and Volovich 

Roiban,	Spradlin	and	Volovich	

•  An example of an amazingly beautiful formula whose practical 
value is still unclear.  Planted seeds for CHY.   

•  Maybe in the future applications will become clear 
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This paper made clear to everyone that twistor insight is useful. 
David Gross enthusiastic!  The twistor revolution had landed. 
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MHV Rules 

Disconnected picture suggests that in momentum space MHV 
amplitudes are  vertices for building new amplitudes. 

Cachazo, Svrcek and Witten 

MHV amplitudes 
as vertices 

Easy to use 
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An Ak+1 

An-k+1 

On-Shell Recursion 

A very general machinery for constructing tree level 
scattering amplitudes using on-shell recursion relations. 

Proof relies on so little.   Power comes from generality 

Building blocks are  
on-shell amplitudes 
Inspired by form of  
1 loop amplitudes. 
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Modern Unitarity Method 

Two-particle cut: 

Generalized    
unitarity as a 
practical tool. 

Three-particle cut: 

ZB, Dixon and Kosower; 
ZB, Morgan; 
Britto, Cachazo, Feng; 
Ossala,Pittau,Papadopoulos; 
Ellis, Kunszt, Melnikov; 
Forde; Badger 
and many others 

•  Systematic assembly of  
  complete amplitudes from  
  other amplitudes. 
•  Works for any number of 
  particles or loops. 

on-shell 

on-shell 

Reproduces Feynman diagrams except intermediate steps of  
calculation based on physical quantities not unphysical ones. 

ZB, Dixon, Dunbar and Kosower E2 = p2 +m2
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Modern Unitarity Method 
Also paper from 
Britto, Cachazo and Feng,  
Ossala, Papodopoulos and Pittau (OPP); 
Badger; Anastasiou, Feng, Kunszt, Mastrolia; 
etc 

We finally had a convenient way to deal with QCD integration, not only susy cases. 
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G. Salam, ICHEP 2010 

Applications to collider physics 
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2 
   

   
6 

(W
+ 

5j
) 

2013:  NLO W+5j [BlackHat+Sherpa: Bern et al] [unitarity] 

G. Salam, La Thuile 2012 

Impressive progress has continued during 
past decade at N2LO and N3LO 
Talks from Badger, Duhr, Signorile-Signorile, Vita 
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 Curiosities at Higher Loops 

Examples of curiosities: 

1. Two loop four-point similar to (one-loop)2 in N = 4 sYM 

2. Some similarities between planar and nonplanar integrands 
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 Curiosities at Higher Loops 

•  Worked out 2 loop 4 point amplitude in N = 4 sYM in terms of polylogs. 
•  Guessed n-point MHV 
•  Proposed resummation to all loop orders possible. 
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Bold Guessing: Loop Iteration of the Amplitude 
The planar  four-point two-loop amplitude undergoes  
fantastic simplification. Anastasiou, Bern, Dixon, Kosower 

function related to IR singularities 

Early talks received a rather frosty reception.   
1.  “So what?” Way too little evidence to suggest we can resum.  
2.  “N = 4 is a conformal field theory.  S matrices don’t make sense.” 
3.  Our boldness seemed crazy.  Is this an accident? 

Proposed that we might resum to all orders. 

Arguing a waste of time.  “Shut up and calculate” 

<latexit sha1_base64="fzLOAru0j2pb3ZLxrUHu02ukcNk=">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</latexit>

M2-loop
4 (s, t) =

1

2

⇣
M1-loop

4 (s, t)
⌘2

+ f(✏)M1-loop
4 (s, t)

��
✏!2✏

� 1

2
⇣22

<latexit sha1_base64="J2EDdXKtsjAW11yTypEayg6pybY=">AAACHHicbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLEIFqbta/DgIihcvgoKthbaWbDptQ7ObJZkVyrI/xIt/xYsHRbx4EPw3prWIVR8MvLw3Q2aeH0lh0HU/nLHxicmp6ZnZzNz8wuJSdnmlbFSsOZS4kkpXfGZAihBKKFBCJdLAAl/Ctd897fvXt6CNUOEV9iKoB6wdipbgDK3UyO6eN4o3SU0HVCoVpXmzhZv0iJ6MqNvfT9QAaSObcwvuAPQv8YYkR4a4aGTfak3F4wBC5JIZU/XcCOsJ0yi4hDRTiw1EjHdZG6qWhiwAU08Gx6V0wypN2lLaVoh0oP6cSFhgTC/wbWfAsGN+e33xP68aY+ugnogwihFC/vVRK5YUFe0nRZtCA0fZs4RxLeyulHeYZhxtnhkbgvf75L+kvFPw9grFy2Lu+HAYxwxZI+skTzyyT47JGbkgJcLJHXkgT+TZuXcenRfn9at1zBnOrJIROO+fnJmgeA==</latexit>

M loop
4 (s, t) = Aloop

4 /Atree
4
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f(✏) = �⇣2 � ⇣3✏� ⇣4✏
2

•  From 2 terms in a series we proposed to resum to all orders when no one had 
     yet resummed even simpler anomalous dimensions. 
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D = 4� 2✏



BDS Ansatz 
•  Needed more evidence. 
•  Needed a precise all loop resummation formula to compare to string theory.  

•  IR singularities complicate this. Subtract the IR singularties. 
•  With three terms can now resum in loops. 
•  We can bootstrap in legs by demanding proper collinear behavior. 

Evaluated this N = 4 
amplitude, nontrivial 

All order finite 
remainder 

One- loop finite part Beisert-Eden-Staudacher 
cusp anomalous dimension 

ZB, Dixon and Smirnov (BDS) 

•  Alday and Maldacena confirmed this at strong coupling at four points using string theory. 
•  At 6 points and beyond this guess is wrong.  Still a very active area of research.  
•  This was then understood in terms of dual conformal symmetry.  “Trivial part”. 

“Does anyone 
need this integral?” 

43 
See talk from Volovich Lesson: Be bold (but not too bold) 
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A Two-Loop Hint  
Consider the four gluon all-positive helicity amplitude in QCD. 
This is the simplest example.  If we cant find simplicity here 
there is no hope for any other QCD amplitudes. 

Why do the planar and non-planar double boxes  
look the same? I believe this is a clue. 

 If you expand it in polylogs it is some moderate mess. 
Instead let’s write it in a special basis of integrals 

planar 

non-planar 

p q qp qp

Bern, Dixon, Kosower 
   hep-th/0001001 

+

++

+

Slide is from 2006 talk at 
Zurich QCD conference 

A clue for what? Audience not impressed! 
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Much Better Clue:  N = 4 sYM 

N = 4 sYM at 4 loops. 

•  Key insight: If it exists at 4 loops it must exist at tree level. 
•  Once you know what you are looking for it becomes a lot simpler. 
•  Note: this could still have be curiosity without much significance. 

It seemed that for many kinematic numerators some relations that seemed similar to 
color Jacobi identities visible, though not always. 

ZB, Carrasco, Dixon, Johansson, Roiban  

Simple relations between 
kinematic numerators visible 

Some less clear 
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Color Kinematics and Double Copy  
ZB, Carrasco, Johansson 

The real significance is for gravity  
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ci + cj + cj = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="i5s7WIvMToy5290W8CtEHODmoQM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfUcGNm8EiCEJJpPhYCAU3LivYB7QhTKaTduxkEmYmQold+CtuXCji1t9w59+YtFlo9cC9HM65l7lz/JgzpW37yygtLC4tr5RXzbX1jc0ta3unpaJEEtokEY9kx8eKciZoUzPNaSeWFIc+p21/dJX77XsqFYvErR7H1A3xQLCAEawzybP2hMfQMRLeXdEvkY1M07MqdtWeAv0lTkEqUKDhWZ+9fkSSkApNOFaq69ixdlMsNSOcTsxeomiMyQgPaDejAodUuen0/gk6zJQ+CiKZldBoqv7cSHGo1Dj0s8kQ66Ga93LxP6+b6ODcTZmIE00FmT0UJBzpCOVhoD6TlGg+zggmkmW3IjLEEhOdRZaH4Mx/+S9pnVSd02rtplapXxRxlGEfDuAIHDiDOlxDA5pA4AGe4AVejUfj2Xgz3mejJaPY2YVfMD6+ARIWkuI=</latexit>

ni + nj + nj = 0

Extremely important to track down origin of curiosities. 
Choose wisely. 

⇔
If we can arrange: 

Seems to also hold at loop level but still no proof.  In some cases extends to  
classical solutions. 

gravity double copy gauge theory 

Started from curiosities in 
4 loop N = 4 integrands! 

See talks from Carrasco, Cheung, Elvang,  
Paranjape, Vazqueze-Holm, Keeler, Teng 



Summary Comments 

1)   Amplitudes are smarter than we are.  Use data as a guide. 
2) Take inspiration from real world physics.  
3) Understand curiosities. 
4) Find connection to other subfields.  Very important! 
5) Search for new structures. 
6) Make bold guesses (but be careful and back up with calculations). 
7) Push the state of the art. 

Past success came from following principles: 

“A method is more important than a discovery, since the right method will lead to new  
and even more important discoveries.” —Lev Landau 

47 
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Looking Forward to New Directions 
Looking at the broad range of talks, our field has blossomed in many directions.   

Gravitational 
Waves 

Principles 
applied 

Two new directions which fit well with principles 
1.  SMEFT 
2.  Bounds on EFT Coefficients 

Talk from Shadmi 
Talks from Caron-Huot, Huang, de Rham   
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Standard Model EFT 

LSM +�L

<latexit sha1_base64="L6Sjk6eHsta5qfhXQmA/OWryNBQ=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUUhDIjBXVX1IULhYr2AZ2hZNJMG5pkhiQjlKGf4MZfceNCEbcu3fk3ZtouauuBC4dz7uXee4KYUaUd58fKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW/b2Tl1FicSkhiMWyWaAFGFUkJqmmpFmLAniASONoH+Z+Y1HIhWNxIMexMTnqCtoSDHSRmrbhx5HuocRgzft1JMc3t8O4TH0rgjTCE6ZdtEpOSPAeeJOSBFMUG3b314nwgknQmOGlGq5Tqz9FElNMSPDgpcoEiPcR13SMlQgTpSfjh4awgOjdGAYSVNCw5E6PZEirtSAB6Yzu1DNepn4n9dKdHjmp1TEiSYCjxeFCYM6glk6sEMlwZoNDEFYUnMrxD0kEdYmw4IJwZ19eZ7UT0puuXR+Vy5WLiZx5MEe2AdHwAWnoAKuQRXUAAZP4AW8gXfr2Xq1PqzPcWvOmszsgj+wvn4Bg+CbpA==</latexit>

At dimension 6:     59 independent operators, not including flavor indices 

Buchmuller and Wyler; Grzadkowski, M. Iskrzynski, M. Misiak and J. Rosiek 

For example 
dimension 6 
 operators 

 4,

<latexit sha1_base64="Z2UZkBPWgN8PTlprDT8bMKpxleA=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgQcKuBNRb0IvHCOYByRpmJ51kyOzsOjMrhCU/4cWDIl79HW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFcSCa+O6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHSUKIZ1FolItQKqUXCJdcONwFaskIaBwGYwupn6zSdUmkfy3oxj9EM6kLzPGTVWapFOrPlD5axbLLlldwayTLyMlCBDrVv86vQiloQoDRNU67bnxsZPqTKcCZwUOonGmLIRHWDbUklD1H46u3dCTqzSI/1I2ZKGzNTfEykNtR6Hge0MqRnqRW8q/ue1E9O/9FMu48SgZPNF/UQQE5Hp86THFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZG1HBhuAtvrxMGudlr1K+uquUqtdZHHk4gmM4BQ8uoAq3UIM6MBDwDK/w5jw6L8678zFvzTnZzCH8gfP5AxMxj1w=</latexit>

D2�4,

<latexit sha1_base64="fzPYsusPfUke9JLiErJ7b5BQhSE=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5TdUlBvRT14rGA/YLst2TRtQ7PJkmSFsvRnePGgiFd/jTf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHMmTau++3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVPLRBHaIJJL1Q6xppwJ2jDMcNqOFcVRyGkrHN/O/NYTVZpJ8WgmMQ0iPBRswAg2VvLvuhXUiUesW73oFUtu2Z0DrRIvIyXIUO8Vvzp9SZKICkM41tr33NgEKVaGEU6nhU6iaYzJGA+pb6nAEdVBOj95is6s0kcDqWwJg+bq74kUR1pPotB2RtiM9LI3E//z/MQMroKUiTgxVJDFokHCkZFo9j/qM0WJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjE2pYEPwll9eJc1K2auWrx+qpdpNFkceTuAUzsGDS6jBPdShAQQkPMMrvDnGeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPH7oakEM=</latexit>

�2F 2,

<latexit sha1_base64="p0p+ZMPzbMizZpKzVAoFMKuq7/8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5TdUlBvRUE8VrAfsN2WbJptQ7PJkmSFUvozvHhQxKu/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVjm5nfuuJKs2keDTjhAYxHggWMYKNlfxOMmTdCrrrVi56xZJbdudAq8TLSAky1HvFr05fkjSmwhCOtfY9NzHBBCvDCKfTQifVNMFkhAfUt1TgmOpgMj95is6s0keRVLaEQXP198QEx1qP49B2xtgM9bI3E//z/NREV8GEiSQ1VJDFoijlyEg0+x/1maLE8LElmChmb0VkiBUmxqZUsCF4yy+vkmal7FXL1w/VUu0miyMPJ3AK5+DBJdTgHurQAAISnuEV3hzjvDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nD7ymkEM=</latexit>

F 3,

<latexit sha1_base64="0zukzqDQfkd5acegvSWrXbJ40o4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5TEFtRbURCPFUxbaGPZbDft0s0m7G6EEvobvHhQxKs/yJv/xk2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKWiRBLqkohHsuNjRTkT1NVMc9qJJcWhz2nbH99kfvuJSsUi8aAnMfVCPBQsYARrI7m3j7WzUr9csav2DGiZODmpQI5mv/zVG0QkCanQhGOluo4day/FUjPC6bTUSxSNMRnjIe0aKnBIlZfOjp2iE6MMUBBJU0Kjmfp7IsWhUpPQN50h1iO16GXif1430cGllzIRJ5oKMl8UJBzpCGWfowGTlGg+MQQTycytiIywxESbfLIQnMWXl0nrvOrUq1f39UrjOo+jCEdwDKfgwAU04A6a4AIBBs/wCm+WsF6sd+tj3lqw8plD+APr8wdia43F</latexit>

etc 

�L =
1

⇤2

X

i

c(6)i O
(6)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="Z5rZjYWQGVwHVZPecYaTIObx9Vc=">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</latexit>

•  Difficult to find BSM physics at the LHC. 
•  Need open mind:  quantified by constructing EFT’s for BSM physics. 
•  For good reason SMEFT and its cousin HEFT are becoming more popular. 

Basic idea is simple:  Parametrize new physics using EFTs 

See Shadmi’s talk 



Unexpected zeros in one-loop anomalous dimension matrix 
Followed a pattern analogous to susy. 
Explanations from helicity and angular momentum. 

from Cheung and Shen 

Alonso, Jenkins, Manohar, Trott; 
Elias-Miro, Espinoza, Pamarol 

Grey are zeros.   x means trivial zero. 

Anomalous Dimension Matrix Zeros in SMEFT  
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Cheung and Shen 
Jaing, Shu, Xiao, Zheng 

•  One-loop anomalous dimension matrix has a surprising number of zeros! 
•  Amazingly new zero appear at all orders even though Feynman diagrams exist. 

ZB, Parra-Martinez and Sawyer 

Opportunity: Beside helping with cross-section calculations uncover new structures  

re
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operator insertion 

On-shell 
methods 
explain the 
structure 



EFT Coefficient Bounds 
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To study bounds want to look at a gauge-invariant quantities: 

•  Avoids issues with field redefinitions and gauge fixing. 
•  Unitarity, crossing and dispersion relations natural tools. 

 2 to 2 scattering amplitudes 

What EFT coefficients are physically allowed? 

Many others:  Bellazzini, Camanho, Caron-Huot, Chaing, ChandrasekaranCheung, de Rham, Dubovsky, Edelstein, 
Huang, Huang, Li, Maldecena, Mazac, Melville, Miro, Nicolis, Rastelli, Rattazzi, Remmen, Riembau, Riva, 
Shahbazi-Moghaddam, Rodina, Simmons-Duffin, Tolley, Van Duong, Weng, Zhiboedov, Zhou, etc.  

Adams, Arkani-Hamed, Dubovsky, Nicolis, Rattazzi (2006) 

gµ⌫ = ⌘µ⌫ + hµ⌫

Consider gravity EFT: See talks from Caron-Huot, Huang, de Rham 

An opportunity: Scattering amplitudes are the natural language  



A Curiosity: Tiny Theory Islands 
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Consider a 4 graviton amplitude in an EFT  

Essentially ratio of Wilson coefficients. 

Reddish region is two sided bound 
from unitarity and crossing. 

A really tiny black region is the observed  
physical theory island for multiple 
EFT examples from string and field theory 

Evidence from explicit examples suggests that physically sensible weakly coupled 
gravity EFTs all lie on tiny islands. 

Green region from unitarity 
and positivity. 

D8R4 

ZB, Kosmopoulos,  Zhiboedov See talks from Caron-Huot, Huang, de Rham 

 Is this a little curiosity or is this of fundamental importance? 



Summary Comments 

1)   Amplitudes are smarter than we are.  Use data as a guide. 
2) Take inspiration from real world physics.  
3) Understand curiosities. 
4) Find connection to other subfields.  Very important! 
5) Search for new structures. 
6) Make bold guesses (but be careful and back up with calculations). 
7) Push the state of the art. 

Past success came from following principles: 

“A method is more important than a discovery, since the right method will lead to new  
and even more important discoveries.” —Lev Landau 

Following these principles, I am very confident the field will  
continue to thrive for many years to come. 


